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Tank Warfare: Operation Pugilist is a recreation of the events of the campaign of Mareth Line in 1943
that have been described in the work of Richard Holmes. The struggle for Tunis occupies an
important place among the objectives of the Italian campaign. The Battle of the Mareth Line was one
of the strategic victories achieved by the allies during the World War II in North Africa. These events
directly influenced the outcome of the battle of Sicily and eventually contributed to the final defeat
of Italy and to the liberation of Europe. Game Outline: Operation Pugilist - Information: The report on
the events related to the current turn of the game. - The description of the game mechanics. -
Schedule for the current round. - Instructions to the players on the rules. - Links to the official forum.
Introduction - The Italian Campaign has been a part of the World War II for more than two years. In
North Africa, the last strong point of the Italian Army was the area in the center of Libya. After the
Battle of El Alamein, British Forces took control of this place, and it became the beginning point of
the Italians' retreat into Sicily and Italy. - The Italian Army in North Africa was one of the most
powerful in Europe. Despite the difficulties in the desert and a difficult defense of the coastal line,
the Italians had enough ammunition reserves and could withstand the rapid advance of the British
Forces. - The road from Tunisia to Libya, running through the desert with a few oases in the middle,
was rather sparsely populated and it was covered with tall shrubs. A great part of the area was large
tracts of desert, in which the Italian forces could defend from the attack of the combined forces. -
This was the reason for the creation of one of the toughest fortifications in Europe. It consisted of the
coastal line with a horseshoe-shaped distribution of forts along the coast, with the backbone in the
middle. Its defensive power reached 60 000 men. The Italians had enough people and equipment to
make this project. - The enemy had only 10 000 men and artillery with anti-tank capabilities. But that
was enough for the Italians to withstand a long siege. - Unfortunately for the Italians, things didn't go
their way in North Africa. As soon as they defeated the enemy in El Alamein, the British came to the
rescue. In a series of hard blows they knocked the Italians out of Libya. - The outcome of the battles
in North Africa

Features Key:
1.40GB volume size
Modernized King of the Hill gameplay (40 levels to enjoy)
Full-blown Single Player campaign (including highly intuitive Gamepad controls)
A completely redesigned toolset that makes combat easier to use for newcomers
Completely reworked HUD that allows for more flexible and precise control
Full Multiplayer support! Play against your friends, or maybe play in the same room as them
The ROGUELIKE CAVE PACK’s compilation included the games DK CAGED

 

TIGER GAME ASSETS ROGUELIKE CAVE PACK VOL.07 Control Key
features:

Volume Protector
MIDI Control Support
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Tiger Game Assets’ game engine is based on a set of new graphical standards that take full
advantage of all present-gen systems without slowing the game down too much
An enhanced (dual-size) drag and drop file system is implemented to further ease RTS setup, and to
speed up searches
Tiger Game Assets brings a modern gamepad oriented UI layer to the game
An easy to use, direct control scheme allows you to efficiently position buildings, place units, defend
them, attack the enemy’s bases, leverage your units by giving them orders and so on
Units have a modular design inspired by the original Warcraft 3 (the map of the game is divided into
regions, each region containing a number of different units, which are placed on top of each other,
like e.g. the ability to place vassals on your capital or attack your enemies’ units)
War3 engine is fully moddable, and so is the artwork. Special Dynamic Belts have been created to
give players more dynamism to maneuver around, and allows for new units’ creation. These are
optional and so can be skipped
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